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 “And My Bowels Were Moved for Him”: Some Notes Toward 
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As its name would suggest, the Song of Songs is a superlative, celebrated as the 

most beautiful and powerful of poems. That superlativity extends also to its critical 
corpus, referred to by Marvin Pope as a "bloated body... no composition of comparable 
size in world literature has provoked and inspired such a volume and variety of comment 
and interpretation." The sole remnant of the secular love poetry of ancient Israel, until  
recently the sexy Song has survived the millennia cloaked in the protective wrap of an  
allegory meant to reconcile its sex-positivity with Jewish and Christian proscriptions  
against unsanctioned sexuality and carnality. Certainly this has influenced its translators,  
particularly when translating the feeling, sensing, sexual female body. In recent years,  
translators, contemporary scholars, and in particular feminist Bible critics devoted to  
unwrapping the allegorical interpretation have become embroiled in debates over how to  
resolve this problem. For example, do we translate šorerek as "vulva," as Pope does, or  
do we insist it is unequivocally a "navel," as Ariel and Chana Bloch do? 

In the Blochs' translators' preface, they state their preference for a dialogic, linear, 
and sexually conservative reading, invoking seventeenth-century English poet Robert  
Herrick's "cleanly wantonness" as a descriptor of the Song's sexuality. What are the  
implications of privileging all this in a poem about bodies? This paper examines three  
English translations of the famously controversial verses 5:2-5:5: the King James  
Version, Pope's, and the Blochs'. It hones in on different translations of the word mē'ay,  
variously translated as "bowels," "innards," "heart," and "womb," exploring the  
implications of each choice in context. Drawing upon diverse theorists such as Roland  
Barthes, George Steiner, and Judith Butler, looking to contemporary lovers of the Song  
such as Monique Wittig, it offers preliminary notes toward a new translation that seeks to  
celebrate the Song as a text of capacious sexual and affective freedom.	  


